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Frequently Asked Questions ( FAQ ) 
 
1. Concept 
Q. Why is this new electronic procedure necessary, replacing the paper delivery docket? 
A.  The weaknesses in the paper based system are many: 

- Material descriptions are often downgraded or not recorded, meaning revenue is lost to your organisation. 
- Weights are open to error or fraud, increasing reconciliation time and again potential revenue loss. 
- Management/Accounts are not automatically copied. 
- Monitoring and waste management is considered too hard. 
- Collections are not always timely. 
- Office papers are not always included for confidential data destruction. 
- Measurement and reporting is non-existent. 
- Financial control is difficult. 
- OH&S and fire risk can be compromised when waste inventory is high.  

 
Q. Will this create more work? 
A.  No, in fact the opposite, as all data will be recorded within the one system i.e. supply, collection, grade/weight 

reconciliation, reporting and accounts. 
 
2. Management Reporting 
Q.  Will there be management reporting? 
A.  Yes, each client will have a log in code for the approved manager, collector and Paper To Paper (PTP), however 

each will be confidential. 
- The potential Carbon reporting for medium size businesses will eventually necessitate accurate waste monitoring. 
- Management can monitor waste and have all waste items recorded on-line to measure volumes, costs with waste 

reductions and improvements.  
 
3. Contractors 
Q.  I have 3 or more different waste streams, how will this be affected?  
A.  This is common. You may also have three different collectors some who are not contracted and may not be paying 

your company nor complying with OH&S procedures. 
- Paper is your largest waste item by volume and therefore the highest value. 
- All paper collectors can now accept plastic and general factory waste as well as confidential data and e-Waste. 
- The benefit is to have only one on-line management monitoring system and a master waste contractor who 

manages all materials and reports back to your management against recovery volume - values - Landfill residual - 
CO2 reporting - other criteria. 

- As every plant’s wastes may differ within national paper groups, prices may also differ. However a national contract 
is now workable and can be centrally monitored for compliance and reporting. 

 
Q. How do we overcome perceived weaknesses? 
A.  Firstly grade descriptions are on-line and can be double clicked to bring up both a photograph and written definition 

for ease of clarification. 
- Each client has floor scales therefore the actual net weights for each grade can be accurately recorded. Deduction 

for the pallet, cage or bin/cage weight provides the net weight for Kg input. 
- Once data is entered and the “submit’ icon pressed, all parties are notified of the next stage of the process for 

collection, export and/or external reprocessing. 
- The software has an agreed maximum stock level notification feature for collection. All items are monitored by the 

software and can be changed at any time. 
 
Q.  What if a mistake is made after “submit” is entered? 
A.  The collector will monitor both the correct grading and weights and can make any correction in their on-line section 

for a grade but only for individual grades within the total. , The total weight can only be corrected if there is an 
obvious error which is agreed between both parties. As an electronic history is created, when in doubt it is easy to 
look at past collections, descriptions and average weights on-line. 
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4. Direct Export 
Q. Can we export high volumes ex factory and is this viable? 
A.  Direct export whenever possible will add value by eliminating external costs, however export procedures must strictly 

be adhered to: 
- A short mast fork lift is necessary. 
- One grade per container. 
- Pallets must be fumigated. 
- Environmental inspection is usually necessary prior to container seal. 
- A container packing list is necessary. 
- Digital photographs of contents may be necessary for each container. (The photographs can be loaded into the 

software prior to submitting notification.) 
 
5.  Customisation & Cost 
Q.  Will this electronic system fulfil future needs? 
A.  As every client is different, especially for stock levels and CO2 reporting, customisation is necessary as well as for 

review and change. There is no cost to the client for the standard version of the new system, however customisation 
costs will need to be recovered. An on-line manual is included in the package as well as a demonstration portal. 
There will be a charge for individual training if required, however due to the ease of operation, this is unlikely to be 
needed. 

 
6.  Accounts Integration 
Q.  Will the new system be integrated for recipient created Tax invoices and electronic payment? 
A.  Stage two for accounts integration will be implemented after a trial process within your organisation is reviewed and 

approved by all parties. 
 
7. Carbon Reporting 
Q.  Will this system support CO2 reporting? 
A.  Yes if adopted in its entirety.  Back door disposal of small waste items such as plastic may have short term benefits 

but over time it can too often lead to internal corruption and loss of income to your organisation. 
 Time for administration is also money, and these days all Resources are under pressure. Waste management can 

be easier and financially more rewarding if there is a management system in place. 
 
8. Continuous Improvement 
Q.  Our current system is mature so why change now? 
A.  Environmental compliance is here to stay and it is best to lead than be forced to follow. There are savings with 

regular review and continuous improvement is more sustainable. However accurate measurement must be recorded 
for any continuous improvement. 

 
9. Product Stewardship 
Q.  Can I extend this service to my customer base as extended producer responsibility? 
A.  Yes, this module is additional, and with take back a transparent rebate formula has been developed.  Customisation 

is necessary as well as confidentiality security features. 
 
10. Prices 
Q.  How will rebates or costs be negotiated? 
A.  Paper To Paper will negotiate quarterly prices for each material with you based upon ruling domestic and/or export 

values. Longer contract periods are possible, however regular reviews are necessary so you are not being 
disadvantaged. 

 
11. Recyclers 
Q.  Can I nominate a preferred recycler who produces our base materials? 
A. Yes, this is possible, however the contracts would be with Paper To Paper. 


